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Running order

1) Consumption as a problem of sustainability
2) Dominant forms of intervention and 

individualistic explanations of behaviour
3) The example of eating
4) And alternative explanations of action
5) How to change behaviour



1)  Consumption as a problem 

If climate change science is correct, then radical changes in patterns 
of consumption among the populations of the richer societies are 
essential to reduction, mitigation and adaptation.
Economic growth in developing economies and population growth 
additional pressure on environment.
Predicted consequences: destruction of infrastructure; refugees and 
migration; less available energy; much less mobility; environmental 
degradation; war ... 
Travel, domestic heating and cooling, and eating as major sources 
of individual consumer responsibility for carbon emissions (42% of 
all emissions)

UK food consumption = 31% of all consumption-related GHG emissions 
(EC, 2005, life cycle environmental impact of products [EIPRO])



Analysing consumption

Critiques of consumption under capitalism:
Promotes hedonistic materialism; Creates waste; privatises everyday life; 
obscures labour conditions; promotes cultural mediocrity.

Schudson, M(1993) Advertising, the Uneasy persuasion: its dubious impact on American Society 
(Routledge, 2nd edition)

Yet consumption is ineradicable
And consumption is beneficial:

fosters meaningful work; promotes the aesthetic attitude; facilitates social 
rebellion; is enjoyable and pleasurable; supports socially meaningful practices; 
supplies intellectual stimulation; provides refreshing entertainment; sustains 
comfort.

I.e. Consumption is not restricted to purchase – despite the 
discourse of consumer sovereignty and individual 
choice – but is a matter of appropriation and use of 
goods and services.



Uneasiness and perceived need for change

… but there is still uneasiness and ‘ambivalence’
environmental problems of exhaustible natural 
resources and ecological diversity
an ethico-political problem of global equity 
(China’s dirt makes British toys; UK import of 
foods) 

Might we just all consume less, or should we 
consume differently?
And if so, what have the social sciences to say 
about how?



2)  Changing behaviour

Four strategies for changing behaviour are commonly pursued.  

Strategies for change?
lever for change

authoritative regulation personal education

homo economicus financial incentives information
(rational action)

homo sociologicus prohibition conversion
(normative action)

mode of individual action

All have a part to play but not resoundingly successful because based on limited understanding 
of consumption and its dynamics.



Bias toward individualist explanation

Predominance of models of individual voluntaristic 
action (in economics, psychology and sociology)

two dominant models
The rational consumer = a sovereign individual, 
choosing, intentionally and rationally (from 
Economics)
The expressive consumer = pursuer of self-identity, 
expressive lifestyle (from the cultural turn)
= ideology of consumer sovereignty and choice



Choice and the ‘portfolio’ model of the 
actor

‘individuals carry a relatively stable and pre-
existing set of beliefs and desires from 
context to context. Given the situation, they 
select from this portfolio “those elements that 
seem relevant and [use] them to decide upon 
a course of action”.’ 

(Whitford 2002: 325)

Whitford J (2002) Pragmatism and the untenable dualism of means and ends: why 
rational choice theory does not deserve paradigmatic privilege, Theory & Society, 31 
325-63.



What is ignored by orthodox accounts?

Habits and routines
Other people
External institutional processes (the ‘social 
environment’)
The compulsive force of objects and 
infrastructures

E.Shove (2010) ‘Beyond ABC: climate change policy and theories of social change’, Environment 
and Planning A, 42: 1273-85.



For instance, do you find yourself:

acting on automatic pilot, without deliberation
’choosing’ exactly what you chose last time
having someone else make decisions for you
saying one thing and doing another
acting intuitively, and ’on the spur of the moment’, and 
thinking of the reason or justification afterwards
doing something which you would not say you wanted to 
do
falling in line with your companions
finding out what you want only during the process of 
doing something



If so, you are probably normal!

But you are not the sort of person that policy-
makers legislate for



3)  Problems of sustainable eating

Water
Heating 
Chemicals 
Transport 
Hunger 
Waste 
Waists
Meat/dairy



Eating as a complex practice; an example

food habits as resistant 
to change
meals as a mode of 
social control; but
eating out as source of 
transformation
and an obesity 
epidemic
Panayi, P. (2008) Spicing up Britain: 
London: the multicultural history of British 
food, (London: Reaktion Books)
Tom Wesselmann (1963) Still Life #30, 
MoMA.



Resistance to change?

Preserving habits and routines
Is less food imaginable?
Is less meat imaginable?
Might either form of reduction occur at the 
behest of rational or convinced individuals?
Has the ‘culinary revolution’ been a matter of 
determined personal choices by sovereign 
individuals?



4)  Alternative social scientific 
considerations

Routines and interpersonal coordination
Social networks
The limited role for values and deliberation in 
human action (habits, conventions and 
institutions)
The logic of economic growth



4.1)  Routines

Practice theory and ordinary consumption
How much do we think about what we eat?
Domestic routines
Meal times



Timing of meals in UK and Spain 

UK Time Use Survey 2000 and Encuesta de Uso del Tiempo 2002

Comparison between Spain and UK: eating or drinking at home
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The illusion of personal control

[Yesterday] I can’t remember that far back! God!, we 
must have had something, what day was it yesterday, 
Thursday. I can’t remember what we had. … Oh, Nia 
[small daughter] went to Martin’s [father living 
elsewhere], ah ha. I know what happened. We had a 
leaving lunch at work so I had a very big lunch and 
Nathan [son] had an afternoon off school so he had, he’d 
made toasted sandwiches, toasties just before I came in, 
so I made him cheese and biscuits and I had leftovers 
from the night before which was – ok, the day before we 
had had sausages, broccoli and potatoes. And Nathan 
was in a bad mood and didn’t eat his, which is why I had 
them last night. 
T.Bennett, M.Savage, E.Silva, A.Warde, M.Gayo-Cal & D.Wright, Culture, Class, Distinction, 
(Routledge, 2009)



4.2)  Social Networks

‘the psychosocial mechanisms of 
the spread of obesity may rely less 
on behavioural imitation than on a 
change in an ego’s general 
perception of the social norms 
regarding the acceptability of 
obesity.’
People are connected, and so their 
health is connected.’
‘the observation that people are 
embedded in social networks 
suggests that both bad and good 
behaviors might spread over a 
range of social ties.’

Christiakis N and Fowler J (2007) The spread 
of obesity in a large social network over 32 
years, New England Journal of Medicine, 
357:370-9



Least favourite restaurant, UK 2003

percent
Café or teashop 2
Pizza house 4
Fast food 38
Fish and Chip 5
Pub/Wine bar/hotel 1
Indian 10
Chinese/Thai 6
Italian 1
French 5
Traditional steak house 2
Vegetarian 23
None/Don’t eat out 2                                 
N= 1563

Source: Cultural Capital and Social 
Exclusion project, UK 2003

‘It would have to be a vegetarian 
restaurant because I’m not a 
vegetarian.  I love my meat. I love 
my meat’ … ‘if it’s like everyone 
else was there and everyone else 
… to keep the peace then 
obviously you just follow along’. 
Terry (36) 

‘We both like meat, I think every 
meal we have meat in some form.’ 
…‘if some friends were going, 
we’d go along, but we wouldn’t 
choose to go’. (Edie, 29) 



4.3)  Action without deliberation

The value – action gap
Cognitive sciences and the limited role of 
deliberation
Automatic and ‘hot’ responses
Simple minds and environmental cues
Mindless Eating
Nudge
Wansick B (2006) Mindless Eating: why we eat more than we think, (New York, Bantam)
Thaler R and Sunstein C (2009) Nudge: improving decisions about health, wealth and happiness, 
(Harmondsworth, Penguin)



4.4)  Capitalist economic growth

Is capitalism possible 
without economic 
growth?
Is consumerism 
detachable from 
capitalism?
Capitalism as a largely 
unmentionable 
problem, that won’t go 
away.





5) What can be done, by governments?

Lead by example and clean up its supply chain
Co-opt and regulate other powerful economic agents
Design environments better (by educating professionals and 
designers)
Populate environments (of purchase, eg) with cues to 
environmentally-friendly behaviour
Eliminate adverse situations or sites 
Early education in civic dispositions and support public institutions 
reinforce those dispositions 
Tax the rich – otherwise there’ll be a rebound effect 
Create new environmentally harmless pleasures for the rich
Consider a wider range of social scientific evidence about 
consumption
And provide information, incentives and persuasion to citizens



The end


